
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Graphics and Animation 
Project 06:  Maya Character Animation with Pre-existing Rig 
  
Learning Objectives: 
  
-Describe the various steps in the development of an animation from start to finish. 
-Describe the purpose and value of storyboards in the development of animation. 
-Describe the process of blocking and posing a character 
-Complete the Autodesk Maya tutorials to develop animation skills 
-Create a short expressive animation 
-Describe five phases of the design thinking process 
  
Animation Design Process: 
  
-Understand and Explore: 
Work through the tutorial Videos on Anibot controls 
Sketch out 5 to 8 different facial expressions 
Sketch out 2 to 4 motion paths (by hand) 
  
-Define and Ideate 
Define 'personality' and 'feel' for your animation (which emotions are you conveying through expression 
and movement) 
 Create a storyboard and work timing for the animation 
  
-Prototype 
With Maya - work the general blocking of the motion of your animation 
Separately with Maya - workout the Facial expressions to show your emotions 
  
-Refine 
Show your Maya prototypes to other students (in and out of class) 
Gather opinions and refine the action 
  
-Solution 
Make the adjusts and combine motion with expression. 
Show to others and gauge their reaction to your character and animation 
  
   
Requirements: (100 Points) 
  
Given an existing character and rigging, Create a 5 to 10 second animation.  You may use the Anibot 
rigging or download a rigging from the web.  Note that very complex rigging with limbs may complicate 
the animation. 
 
File Name and Location:  Set the Maya Project folder to “Project06”.  Download and save the 
AniBot_rig.mb to the scenes folder of “Project06”. 
  

http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/anibot/AniBot_rig.mb


  

Requirement Points Earned 

1. The Animation will be between 5 and 10 seconds in length (120 to 
240 frames) 

10   

2. Animation will have at least 3 different facial expressions that 
change during the course of the animation.  The transitions 
between facial expressions will be smooth and natural. 

15   

3. Write a short description of the animation describing the story, 
emotion, or idea you are conveying through the scene.  Viewers of 
your animation should respond in a manner consistent with your 
description.  This description will be uploaded to your Google Site 
as a word document with the name 
"Lastname_Project06_Treatment.docx" 

15   

4. Storyboard with at least 5 panels that maps out location, 
orientation, expression, and plot of animation.  Storyboard is saved 
in digital format as "Lastname_Project_06.pdf" and uploaded to 
your Google Site.  You may hand draw storyboard and scan,  or use 
a program such as paint, PowerPoint, or OneNote or other 
software as desired. 

15   

5. The entire character will move and change direction at least 3 
times during the course of the animation.  The movement will 
exhibit either sinusoidal or parabolic motion paths. 

15   

6. Create a Playblast of the Animation and save to your Project06 
Folder.   

10   

7. Upload and embed Playblast to your Google Site.  Upload the Maya 
Scene file as an attachment to your Google Site.  Commit, add, and 
push the Project06 folder to your GitHub repository. 

10   

8. Show your Animation to at least 3 individuals not in the class and 
gather feedback as to the success of your scene in conveying your 
emotion or idea.  Provide a short summary (1 or 2 sentences per 
person) of their responses.   Upload these summaries to your 
Google Site as "Lastname_Project_06_FocusGroup.docx"  As an 
option, you may make a video of these interviews and post the 
video to your Google Site. 

10   

  
 Resources: 
  
Designers Guide Express yourself Video Lessons 
Anibot Rig 
  
Other Links: 
http://www.animationmentor.com/free-maya-rig/ 

http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/anibot/designers_guide-express_yourself-v2.pdf
http://nebomusic.net/mayalessons/anibot/AniBot_rig.mb
http://www.animationmentor.com/free-maya-rig/

